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Setting IISc Vision 2030

What IISc will be remembered for?
Shyam (Student, MGMT) and 
Sudhira (Alumnus, CST/MGMT) with 
Madhusudan (Student, CHEMENG)

Delivering the inaugural address, the former President Dr. 
A. P. J. Abdul Kalam asked a profound question to the IISc 
fraternity on ‘What will IISc be remembered for?” in the 
coming decades. Sharing his vision for the IISc in 2030, 
he outlined the goals ranging from transforming IISc into 
International Institute of Science solving global problems 
with at least 10 Nobel Laureates, while engaging in under 
graduate programs and emerging as a Virtual Education 
Hub.

Dr. Kalam remarked that the embedded core competence 
of the Institute is research - teaching research. He 
concluded by saying that the Institute should aim big 
and that would mean being a top ten institute in Science 
and a top fi ve institute in technology within 2030. 
The Institute should work towards making the nation 
energy independent and fossil fuel free. It should devise 
technology whereby earthquake and tsunami prediction 
can be made a week before. The Institute should be like 
a burning candle that can light several candles.

In his Presidential address, Prof. C.N.R. Rao, commented 
that it was Sir C.V. Raman alone who brought Science to 
the Institute. Dr. Homi Bhabha, who set up the Bhabha 
Atomic Research Centre, Dr. Vikram Sarabhai, the father 
of Indian space programme, Prof. Brahmaprakash, Prof. 
G.N. Ramachandran etc. are some of the great men who 
had been nurtured by the Institute. He spoke highly 
of Prof. Satish Dhawan, former Director, IISc whom he 
described as the best human being he has ever come 
across.

Dr. K. Kasturirangan, Chairman, IISc Council, delivering 
the presidential address suggested that the technological 
advancement in space that lead to the Chandrayan project 
was started in a small shed of IISc. He acknowledged 
that several initiatives for the space programme having 
been successful due to the signifi cant contributions by 
the Institute.

Dr. J.J. Irani, Director, Tata Sons and Prof. P. Balaram, 
Director, IISc also addressed the audience. Earlier, Prof. 
N. Balakrishnan, Associate Director, IISc delivered the 
welcome address. Prof. M. L. Munjal offered the vote of 
thanks.
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IISc research cannot be a 
panacea for all problems

Mukta (BIOCHEM), Rupesh (CSA), Sudhira (Alumnus, 
MGMT/CST).

Alumni Day: Morning Session
Sanskrit Shlok by Dr Padmanabhan set the auspicious 
mood for the morning. As the crowd around the 
registration desks started increasing, and both students 
and faculty from various departments were engaged in 
putting up posters for Departmental Showcase, the J. N. 
Tata Auditorium witnessed each chair getting occupied. 
In his Welcome Address, Prof. Dattaguru mentioned that 
the morning Alumni Event is the alumni perception of 
IISc for the next decades.
As always, Prof Balaram was witty in his short speech. 
He narrated how diffi cult it was for him to get a passport 
and visa to attend the Alumni Meet in the US – after 
surviving without the offi cial documents for 15 years. He 
mentioned that the Centenary is about the long history 
between the institute and the alumni.
Memoirs, a must have 90-page book, written by Prof. 
Padmanabhan, on science was released by Prof. 
Balaram. 

Alumni perceptions of IISc
Co-chaired by Prof. Aatre and Prof. Dattaguru, the 
session was to look at newer visions from the eyes of 
eminent IISc alumni. Prof. Somasundaran from Columbia 
University set the stage with his humorous disclaimer 
that he lost his tie and shirt in Wall Street last week. On a 
more serious note, he noted how energy awareness and 
green synthesis are the key aspects today. Emphasizing 
the need for symbiosis of science with medicine, he 
noted “If you are not healthy, you won’t be able to think 
properly”.
In a subsequent talk by Prof. Yamuna Krishnan from 
NCBS, she remarked that the institutes should give a 
blank paycheque to students for building startups. She 
also expressed her desire to make Bangalore a science 
city rather than an IT city.
Later on, several alumni voiced their perceptions, in 
which the topics ranged from addressing energy security, 
improving the access and quality of education that aims 
at empowering enhances employability, restarting the 
undergraduate programmes, and so on. Concluding the 
session, Prof. Aatre admitted that while he concurred to 
the various valuable suggestions and observations made, 
he would not attempt to summarise them. He noted that 
we should realize that IISc is only a research university 
and cannot be a panacea for all the problems faced by 
the nation. He further added that it will, however, be 
important that creating a science and technology corridor 
or create its own Silicon Valley in any fi eld of research 
interest is important.  Prof. Dattaguru offered the vote 
of thanks.  

Madhurima Das, Editor-in-Chief

Walking among the giants
We took a stroll through the woods.
The decades seem to merge,
They were moments of revelation!

Walking among the visionaries
We crammed ourselves into the aisles
It was a journey - the future of science
Technology and innovation provided the ambience.

Walking among the crowds
We glided through the aura 
Of dreams, hope and energy
Among the chai, coffee and samosas!

The santoor strings marked the close of the evening,
The second bulletin is here for your anticipated reading!

The second bulletin

Deepti Abbey (Student, MRDG)

The panel discussion, Career Opportunities & New Frontiers 
in Biotech & Pharma Industry organized by the Alumni 
Cell and students of IISc of Biological Science Division) 
brought various eminent scientists and entrepreneurs on 
the same platform to discuss with students the research 
environment in both academia and industry. The seminar 
started with opening remarks by the former director Prof. 
G. Padmanabhan.
The discussion involved panelists from various big 
organizations including Dr. Krishna Nandbalan, Dr. 
Manjula Daas, Dr. Ganesh Krishna, Dr. Shamma Bhatt, 
Dr. Balaji, Dr. Natraj, Dr. Ravi Kumar, Dr. Surya and Dr. 
Arvind; they were grouped into fi ve panels as Biotech, 
Pharma, Diagnostics, Synthetic chemistry and Chemical 
Research.
The advice to the student community was that innovation, 
team work and organizational skills in terms of planning 
and documentation are the guidelines for success. It was 
emphasized that the skills required for both academics 
and industrial work are the same and the choice of career 
should not be limited by the area of PhD. It is important 
to learn how to convert science to technology.
Above all, as the demands of industry change with the 
demands of the country, we need to be nimble enough 
to change our plan of research in terms of where the 
opportunities lie. So, we need to have a clear perspective 
and recognize our inbuilt talent because what we know is 
not as important as how we articulate.
“It’s not the end; it’s the beginning as tomorrow is 
yours.”

Opportunities in Life 
Sciences
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The master of santoor in his element

Moments of joy strewn along the years
Clutch onto the notes, escaping the strings
Wafting through rapt minds, as every ear hears
Singing songs of joy, of a hundred springs….

He played, he soothed, he enchanted.  Pandit Shivkumar 
Sharma, the musician who brought santoor to the 
forefront of instrumental music, enthralled the gathered 
minds with his mellifl uous rendition of the instrument. As 
the inanimate instrument came alive with music at his 
divine touch, the notes fl owed, spoke of evergreen music 
evolved over time. 
He thanked the audience for patiently bearing him while 
he tuned the instrument. He began the evening with 
Vachaspati., a popular carnatic raga, which he was to 
play in Hindustani style. The alaap was an expression of 
boundless creativity, contained only by the realms of the 
raaga. 
The alaap was followed by a jod in jhaptaal and jhala in 
teentaal, where he was joined by Pt. Yogesh Samsi on 
the tabla. While the tabla maestro’s beats gave rhythm 
to the composition, he also rose to the challenges posed 
by the santoor master. The impromptu understanding 
between the performers was so wonderful that both the 
instruments blended in harmony. 
He ended the evening with the cheerful melody of 
Pahadi, played at the audience’s request. “Pahadi (raag) 
is inseparable from me. Let me see what new (thing) I 
can do with it”, he intoned.
The rendition, on the whole, was perfect. Saccharine 
memories of the glorious past came fl eeting into the 

minds of the eager listeners, riding on the fl oating notes. 
It sounded like a song of this magnifi cent institute, of 
each and every part of it, celebrating the completion of 
a century. When the tabla started playing along with the 
santoor, it felt like the sons and daughters of this institute 
had joined in conversation with the institute. Smiles 
adorned faces, heads swung with the music and nodded 
in appreciation; souls rejoiced at the soulful (moving) 
rendition. The constant interactions between the santoor 
and the tabla sent the audience into raptures who could 
not stop clapping. As Panditji concluded the raaga with 
a jhala, one could feel as if the institute and its students 
were joining hands and efforts to ensure many more 
bright centuries to come.
When, on popular demand panditji played a pahadi dhun, 
it instantly took the listeners to the pristine hilly environs. 
If one could relate, it was like one of the misty evenings in 
IISc when you sit laughing and chatting with your friends, 
sipping a hot cup of tea. The concert receded and faded 
with the soothing pahadi tunes and left everyone with a 
very happy, rewarding experience. 
 “You don’t need to have a technical knowledge of classical 
music to enjoy it”, panditji affi rmed, “just concentrate 
and let music do its work.” The auditorium stayed packed 
until the end, standing proof to his fi nesse. 
One could not help feeling that the concert was a befi tting 
start to the august occasion.

Smrithi Murthy (MRDG) and Vinay Shirhatti (CEDT) 

Man and his best friend

Chinty, the Labrador, with his instructor of the dog 
squad inside the J N Tata Auditorium
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Sujit (Alumnus, CSA)

Evening of December 12, 2008, 
the eve of the inaugural day of 
IISc Centenary Conference, 
saw an interesting build up 
of gathering. The IISc Alumni 
Association hosted a Cocktail 
Dinner. Rather than the campus, 
the venue was chosen to be 
DROMI in the DRDO Township, 
CV Raman Nagar. And wisely 
so. The alumni community 
from all over the city, country 
and the world turned up in 
large number, as was evident 
from the packed car park, and 
the buzz of a happy gathering 
in the DROMI lawn.
I have been in the habit of 
expecting the IISc gatherings 
not very different from those of 
the student messes – austere, 
brahminical, vegetarian and 
defi nitely alcohol less. I must say 
I was pleasantly surprised to see some of our otherwise 

austere alumni and professors 
enjoying spirited drinks – explaining, 
perhaps, why the buzz emanating 
from the crowd was a little louder 
than usual.
The organizers had been considerate 
to arrange buses for the guests for 
shifting between IISc and DROMI.
Grey haired intellects beaming with 
joy and pride at again meeting their 
colleagues of  the years and decades 
past, exuding a buoyancy of mood 
that seemed like having taken away 
several years from their age.
Actual youngsters were a minority. 
But those, who did turn up too 
beamed with a different kind of 
pride – Our pride of walking among 
the intellectual giants of the country, 
of being in the league of those 
who defi ned the scientifi c and 
technological landscape of India and 
world.

We are honoured to have a story from Sujit, one of the 
founding members of Voices.

Walking among the Giants

Desperate times need desperate measures…
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